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***** Print on Demand *****. In today s ever-changing world, leaders must create anew every day-
new solutions, new ideas for action, new strategies - and then comfortably lead their organizations
into an unpredictable future. In her handbook for leaders, author Jacqueline Throop-Robinson
provides tools and techniques that can help any CEO or manager ignite passion, productivity and
performance by connecting, collaborating and creating with their team. Throop-Robinson relies on
her extensive experience as a successful entrepreneur, corporate manager, and consultant to help
empower leaders and their teams to achieve their full potential. While combining theory with real-
life stories and activities, Throop-Robinson offers time-tested advice that helps leaders change their
mindset to build trust; collaborate and play with their team to accelerate performance; explore the
importance and impact of inspiration; use feedback and feedforward to improve leadership
practices and overall productivity; and lead fearlessly to help teams overcome obstacles and see
progress. Fire Up Your Team shares fifty ways to lead fearlessly, strengthen skills, improve
creativity, and motivate a team to effectively move forward and achieve goals, one step at a time.
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ReviewsReviews

This book is definitely worth acquiring. I have go through and so i am certain that i will likely to read through again again in the future. Its been printed in
an exceptionally basic way in fact it is only after i finished reading this publication in which actually altered me, change the way in my opinion.
-- Andres Bashirian-- Andres Bashirian

Comprehensive guide for publication fanatics. This really is for all who statte there had not been a well worth reading through. I discovered this ebook
from my dad and i encouraged this book to find out.
-- Lacy Goldner-- Lacy Goldner
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